where & = c$c, r = rank(Cyc) and {pi: 15 j 5 r} are the canonical correlations between Y and C.
Since both C, and &o are frequently unknown in practice, _P has to be estimated. Let (Yj,Cj) denote the result observed on the jth independent replication of the simulation for 1 5 j 5 n. In terms of the statistics
the sample analog of (1) 
n(n -1) -
is still estimated by S,,, the minimum generalized variance in (2) is not achieved. The net efficiency of the control-variates -. . procedure using Y(S) is given by the variance ratio
Let S denote an estimate of g, obtained by replacing =.
-yc and CY in (5) with the corresponding sample quantities S, c and S,. To construct a confidence ellipsoid -. . for ,uy, we make the following assumptions:
(n-q-1)S -kV,(n-q-l,c), where Wp(ml, E) is a (p xp) random matrix having a Wishart distribution with m, degrees of freedom and expected matrix E; (3) Y@) is independent of S. An approximate lOO(1 --a)% confidence ellipsoid for py is then given by
Bauer (1987) For both types of networks we assume: 
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Cov(Dj,Dk) = C a;. of the mean. Table 6 shows the range in the number of nodes and activities for the five chosen networks. The quantity estimated was the mean completion time py so that p = 1. 
